VINYL ADA HAND RAIL DETAILS
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1.50
VINYL HAND RAIL LINEAL
ALUMINUM STIFFENER

NOTE:
(A) VINYL LINEAL LENGTH = 80", 104", 120"

1.50
ALUMINUM HAND RAIL LINEAL

NOTE:
(B) ALUMINUM LINEAL LENGTH = 80", 104", 120"

1.50
ALUMINUM HAND RAIL

EXTERNAL ADJUSTABLE JOINER
ALLENS INSTALLATIONS OF ANGLES
UP TO 45 DEGREES WITHOUT MITER CUTS.

12.00
VINYL 180° RETURN LOOP

12.00
ALUMINUM 180° RETURN LOOP
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NOTE:
1. BRACKETS INCLUDE SCREWS TO ATTACH HANDRAILS; SCREWS TO ATTACH TO POST SOLD SEPARATELY

VINYL BRACKET COMPONENTS

INSIDE CORNER BRKT

MOUNTING BRKT

90° POST RETURN

STRAIGHT WALL RETURN

PVC COVER

VINYL JOINER COMPONENTS

STRAIGHT JOINER

90° CORNER JOINER

INTERNAL ADJUSTABLE JOINER

VINYL ACCESSORIES

JOINT RING

END CAP
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VINYL HAND RAIL COMPONENTS
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SCALE 1:4
WEIGHT: N/A

N/A
ALUMINUM HAND RAIL COMPONENTS

MOUNTING BRKT
MOUNTING BRKT FOR VINYL POSTS
90° POST RETURN
90° POST RETURN FOR VINYL POSTS
STRAIGHT WALL RETURN
INSIDE CORNER MOUNTING BRKT

NOTE:
1. BRACKETS INCLUDE SCREWS TO ATTACH HANDRAILS AND HARDWARE FOR POSTS

ALUMINUM JOINER COMPONENTS

STRAIGHT JOINER
EXTERNAL ADJUSTABLE JOINER
90° CORNER

ALUMINUM ACCESSORIES

JOINT RING
END CAP
SPACER BLOCK
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